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Credit (circled)

Names of Peers Reviewed (if applicable)

Out-of-Class
Draft Preparation

Complete /
Incomplete

In-Class
Peer Assistance

Complete /
Incomplete

1.

Items most worth attention:

2.

Essay #1 Goals / Desired Outcomes
Does the essay provide clear focus?
 Does the opening paragraph introduce a clear main point (about a
text) and let readers know that personal connections will go with it?
 Do easy-to-find topic sentences effectively signal the main point of
each paragraph? Are all paragraphs focused and unified?

FOCUS

Is organization clear, smooth, and effective?
 Are quotes smoothly handled? Are there smooth transitions within
and between all paragraphs? Are tight connections maintained by
avoiding repetition and by keeping related ideas together?

FLOW



Does it include at least two quotes from the author selected?

Does it have an engaging title, introduction, and conclusion?
 Is the title catchy, and does it signal a specific topic?
 Does the introduction have a hook, and does the conclusion leave
readers feeling like the topic matters to them?

 Is it carefully proofread for spelling, punctuation, grammar, and
effective word choice? (Despite strengths in other areas, difficulty
with language may prevent work from earning a passing mark.)
Current Essay Mark (circled):

Passing

/

Not Yet Passing

Key Strengths of This Essay and Main Goals for Future Improvement:

Revisions Remaining =

CLARITY

Does the essay look clear and accurate in its presentation?
 Does it follow MLA format? Is the font 12-point Times New Roman?
Are the margins 1” exactly? Is the essay double spaced (without
unnecessary extra line spaces, particularly between paragraphs)?

CONTENT

Is the essay supported with well-developed paragraphs?
 Does it include sufficient ideas and well-selected examples? Does it
explain and illustrate ideas with accuracy and specificity? Do vivid and
engaging details add powerful impact to the support?

